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Meet the 
MCC staff

Celeste Alvarez
Graphic Artist 

Maya Figueroa
Historian

Celyna Ramos
Queer Community 

Co-Coordinator

Cameron Rodriguez
Leadership Education

Specialist

Makito Takahashi
Office/Events Staff

Colton Trent
Environmental Sustainability 

Coordinator

Tammy Phrakonkham
ADPI Coordinator

Nikki Xiong
Student Leader

Organizer

Deema Hindawi
Social Justice Summit

Coordinator

Clara Nieblas
Community Liaison

Armando Peña 
Environmental Sustainability 

Coordinator

Alexandro Ochoa
Queer Community 

Co-Coordinator

Cara Peters
Publications Editor

Dylan Anderson
Environmental Sustainability 

Coordinator

Adrienne Bahn
Social Justice Summit

Coordinator

Luz Espinoza
CDOR Coordinator

Frank Hererra 
MCC Coordinator

Mona Mazzotti
Publicity Specialist
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Being a part of the MultiCultural has been without a doubt, the 
highlight of my college career. The MultiCultural Center has been a 
catalyst for both my personal and professional growth by connecting 
me with like-minded individuals that all share one common goal; to 
be better and do better. I hope this booklet does the history of the 
MultiCultural Center justice and showcases how we have grown and 
evolved. A lot has happened since 1993, but one thing is certain; we 
still remain true to our roots and values. The future looks bright and 
full of progress. The creation of this booklet could not have been done 
without Maya Figueroa, our historian, who has continuously shown 
her dedication to the MultiCultural Center. With that, please enjoy the 
fruit of our labor! 

Working this past year with the MultiCultural Center has been 
amazing. I have met so many diverse, amazing people whilst walk-
ing the halls of the MCC. It is a place that has been welcoming and 
has provided many students with a safe space in which they can 
turn to be their true selves. Creating this booklet has been a long, 
hard process though I wish there had been more time in the end 
to get it all done. Despite this, I have had a fun time going talking 
to people who frequent the MCC and looking through digital and 
paper archives. With this book we wanted to show not only the his-
tory of the MCC, but also what we, the current MCC staff, hope for 
its future. This Center has meant so much to so many students and 
I can only hope that it will provide as much and hopefully more as 
the time goes on. 

Celeste Alvarez
Graphic Artist

Maya Figueroa
MCC Coordinator’s Assistant/Historian
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Let’s go back...
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1996

1993 1997

Second annual 
diversity conference

“The intent of the conference is to provide 
opportunity for members of our university
and neighborhood communities to meet 
visiting and local experts willing to share 

their experiences and expertise in the 
field of nonviolence, communication and 

healing.”

From 1996 Cultural Times
By MCC Staff

What is the purpose of the MultiCultural 
Center?

The HSU MultiCultural Center is a stu-
dent initiated program dedicated to an 
educational process in which students 

from diverse cultural heritage share their 
experiences with members of the HSU 

community to improve understanding of 
differences and commonalities. The intent 
is to benefit and strengthen the potential 
to live in harmony in the increasing cultur-
ally diverse communities of the 1990’s and 

beyond.
Purpose Statement, 1994

MultiCultural Center

Aloha from Marylyn!
“As the Interim Director of the MCC all I 

have to say is, “I LOVE THIS JOB!!”
and I feel very fortunate to be working 
with an incredible group of students

who make this job “Made in Heaven” All of 
our MCC staff bring special skills

and talents to the Center, along with great 
ideas, commitment to multicultural

awareness and education, good humor 
and laughter.”

Excerpt from Fall 1997 Cultural Times
By Marylyn Paik-Nicely
Former MCC Director
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1999 2001

2000

5th Annual Diversity Conference:
“Fostering Changes & Empowering
strategies for the new millennium”

“Angela Oh appointed by President Clinton 
to serve on the seven members Advisory 

Board to the president’s initiative on Race 
will be one of

the keynote speakers at the 5th annual 
Diversity Conference.”

From Spring 1999 Cultural Times Interview 
with Angela Oh

By Marylyn Paik-Nicely
Former MCC Director

“Congratulations to Matt Foley: Winner of
the MCC Mural Contest”

“I wanted this mural to represent the con-
cept of bringing communities together 

through music, art, localized work, dance 
and festivals,” says Max. With the effects 

of color composition, perspective and the 
movement of people throughout this mural 
Max certainly addresses the spirit of people 
enjoying life together. The mural features 
agricultural and industrial communities 
working together to create future. Above 

the landscapes there is a figure of a woman, 
representing an icon with sand slipping be-
tween her fingers turning into all of the peo-

ple who are participating in life together.”

Excerpt from Fall 2001 Cultural Times
By Precious Yamaguchi

Week of Dialogue: “After Hours”
Humboldt State University’s Campus 

Week of Dialogue on Race. What
is it? For some, a time of honoring differ-

ent cultures, for others a time
to reflect on the cultures around us. Ulti-

mately, the goal for the Campus
Week of Dialogue promotes multicultural-

ism, and provides the means
for communication about diversity.

Excerpt from Fall 2000 Cultural Times
By Priscilla Zuniga
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2005

2003

2006

1st Annual Herstory Art Show
The DJ spun records as people mingled and 
studied various pieces of art positioned in in-
teresting spaces throughout the showroom. 

As you made your way
upstairs a brilliant piece greeted you on the 

landing, if you made a detour into
the bathroom you discovered another hang-

ing beside the mirror. This scene
was not at a gallery in Old Town Eureka, nor 

was it in a private gallery; it was
in actuality on campus situated in House 55.

Excerpt from April 2005 Cultural Times 
By Jonathan Guerrero

The APASA Purposeful Dinner
“Since November of 1997, the Asian Pur-

poseful Dinner has become a very
popular event at HSU. The dinner featured 

dishes from nine different Asian
countries as well as performers from Hum-

boldt and Del Norte Counties. The
entire event was organized by the Asian 

Pacific American Student Alliance
(APASA), who not only cooked the food, 

but served it to their many guests.
Personally, the food was great, but it was 

all of the performances that made this
event wonderful.”

Excerpt from Fall 2003 Cultural Times
By Brandi Miller

From Vision to Reality, “Creating and 
Dedication of the Vine Deloria, Jr. Meeting 

Place”
“When Vine Deloria, Jr. passed away on 

Nov. 13, 2005, many of us walked around in a 
daze – stunned that this important scholar, 
activist, writer and teacher was taken away 
so suddenly. That day we asked ourselves, 

“Should we have a memorial? Should we do 
something?” But a memorial would have 

made it too real that Vine was gone. Then the 
idea of naming the MCC conference room in 
honor of Vine was suggested and a buzz be-
gan! People got together and brainstormed 

ideas about colors, designs, photos,
ambiance, and how to truly transform the 

room. On Oct. 9, the Native Community and 
the MCC held a dedication and ribbon-cut-
ting ceremony for the new Vine Deloria, Jr. 

Meeting Place, a work-in-progress.”

Excerpt from Fall 2006 Cultural Times
By Jessica Wang
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2009 2013

2010

A look back at Social Justice Summit
“It is important for us, as organizers and 

members of our communities, to remem-
ber the power/importance/immediacy 
in art to create change and fuel social 

resistance. Art is Witness, Art is Truth, Art 
is Power. Through a spray of our cans or 
a brush of our paint, we are able to claim 

space and write powerful truths that both 
dismantle the systems that oppress us and 

shout out the cultures that empower us. 
The Beat-Droppin’/House-rockin’ culmina-
tion of this year’s Summit was a wild party 

called THE CULTURAL CACOPHONY. A 
completely spankin’ new event.”

Excerpt from Spring 2009 Cultural Times
By Saqib Keval

Happy 20th Birthday MCC!
The MultiCultural Center along with the 

College of Professional Studies celebrated 
HSU’s Cenntenial with a kick-off block party 

in August on the Events
Field. In September, the MCC threw a 

follow-up gathering during Homecoming 
weekend for alum and guests celebrating 
the MCC’s 20th Anniversary. Consisting of
lots of good music, dancing, and lots and 

lots of food, staff members had the
chance to enjoy in the festivities.

Excerpt from Fall 2013 Cultural Times
By MCC staff

Indigenous People Week (IPW)
“Indigenous People Week (IPW) began 

fourteen years ago by students. This
event manifested out of direct opposition 
to the national Columbus Day holiday. We 

want to educate our community about 
Indigenous issues which are

still prevalent today.”

Excerpt from Fall 2010 Cultural Times
By Nina Surbaugh former IPW Coordinator
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2017

2014

2018

Eric Rofes Multicultural Queer
Resource Center 

The Eric Rofes Multicultural Queer Resource 
Center has been located in Warren House 

53 since 2007. It was established after queer 
activist and professor Eric Rofes’ passing and 
continues to promote his legacy of intersec-

tional activism and providing events and
spaces for queer folx with a range of identi-
ties. The ERC works to create opportunities 
for students to engage with queer activism, 

politics and community. 

Excerpt from Fall 2017 Cultural Times
By MCC staff

2014 Q-Fest
My name is Bryan Fiallos, and I had the 

pleasure of being this year’s Qross Qultural 
Queer Film Festival (Q-Fest) Coordinator. 
This year we screened Brother Outsider: 
The Life of Bayard Rustin, Gun Hill Road, 
Audre Lorde: The Berlin Years, and How 

to Survive a Plague. It is always a difficult 
task trying to figure out what message as 
an organizer I wanted participants to walk 
away with. So I decided on screening one 

feature film and three documentaries. 

Excerpt from Spring 2014 Cultural Times
By Bryan Fiallos

Campus and Community DIalogue on Race
This year marked the 20th annual Dialogue, 

held from Oct. 29 to Nov. 2. Its theme was 
Existencia es Resistencia/Existence is Resis-
tance. More than 30 events and workshops 
included a keynote speech by Latinx poet 
Denice Frohman, as well as two featured 

speakers, Raina León (in collaboration with 
English & CRGS Depts) and Reverend Al-

vin Herring. Some of this year’s workshops 
included Cultural Appropriation vs. Cultural 

Appreciation, Pedagogy of the Unwoke, 
Disrupting Bias 101, and Loving the Skin I’m 
in: My Story featuring Sadie Shelmire, a 6th 

grade African
American student. 

Excerpt from Fall 2018 Cultural Times
By Kumi Watanabe-Schock
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The MultiCultural Center’s

Cultural Times
Spring Semester  2003

Humboldt State University

The Cultural Times  

Spring 1995

Spring 2003 Spring 2004 Spring 2005 Fall 2006

Fall 1996 Spring 1997 Fall 1998

For the past twenty-five years, the MultiCultural Center 
has produced forty-nine issues of the Cultural Times. 
The Cultural Times are produced to remind ourselves of 
the importance surrounding the Center and the events 
that result from the Center’s unity as a team. They not 
only reflect on what has happened, but also remind us 
of what’s to come.

Spring 2014Fall 2013

Spring 2018Fall 2017

  The        MultiCultural   Center’s

Cultural     Times

Spring Semester 2004Humboldt State University

Fragmented

Weaving Our Voices:
From

Solutions

Perspectives

to Integrated

THE CULTURAL TIMES
MULTICULTURAL CENTER/(707) 826-3364

SPRING SEMESTER 
APRIL 2005

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

F a l l  2 0 0 6  I s s u e

M u l t i C u l t u r a l  C e n t e r
H u m b o l d t  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y

Vine Deloria, Jr. 
Meeting Place

Education Encounter:
A Tribute to Eric Rofes

H u m b o l d t  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
M u l t i C u l t u r a l  C e n t e r

S p r i n g  2 0 0 7  I s s u e

“To build, nurture, 
and sustain an 

inclusive multicultural 
community.”

                       --  MCC Vision Statement
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Spring 2007 Fall 2008 Fall 2009 Fall 2010

Spring 1999 Fall 2000 Spring  2001 Fall 2002

Spring 2011

Fall 2015

Fall 2018

Spring 2016

Spring 2012

H u m b o l d t  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
M u l t i C u l t u r a l  C e n t e r

S p r i n g  2 0 0 7  I s s u e

“To build, nurture, 
and sustain an 

inclusive multicultural 
community.”

                       --  MCC Vision Statement

CULTURAL 
TIMES 
fall 2008

DIVERSITY    CONFERENCE     2001

Fall 2003 Humboldt State University Issue #1

M U L T I CU L T U R A L  CE N T E R
PE R SON  OF  T H E  D E CA D E

Marylyn 
Paik-
Nicely

M u l t i Cu l t u r a l  Cen t er , H u m bol d t  St at e U n i ver si t y
Sp r i n g 2 0 1 1

Black History Month 2012Black as an Art

“Art is Beauty and so is Black”

California Big Time
& Social Gathering

Influenced by
Native  

Traditions

 

18  Annual Social Justice Sum
m

it 2012

 

Humboldt State University

NOT

Education

D
eportation

TH

“G
ive Our DREAM a Chance”

2012 Social Justice 
Summit

2012
Lunar New 

Year

“Give Our 
DREAM a 
Chance”

Year of the Dragon

The Cultural Times
HSU MultiCultural Center Spring 2012

Humboldt State University’s
MultiCultural Center

Cultural Times Fa
ll 

20
15

Think Green

C u l t u r a l  
FALL 2018  //  ISSUE NO. 49
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Q
&

A

The MCC has given me lead-
ership development and has 
given me confidence and has 
supported me with culturally 
relevant literature.
                           - Clara N.

The MCC means a place 
where people can be them-
selves, be safe, and rest.
    - Celyna R.

My best memory in the MCC 
is when we established the 
prayer room.
            - Luz E.

What has the MCC done for 
you?

What does the MCC mean to 
you?

What’s the best memory you 
have in the MCC?

Compiled by: Celeste Alvarez and Maya Figueroa
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All the laughs and fun conver-
sations I have with the differ-
ent staff at the MCC.
       - Maya F.

I’d say, the MCC is a place 
where people can come to 
get away from everything and 
be around warm and friendly 
people.
        - Colton T.

A sense of home away 
from home, inclusivity, and 
warmth.
           - Adrienne B.

What’s the best part about 
working at the MCC?

If you had to explain what 
the MCC is to a friend, what 
would you say?

What does the MCC offer to 
students?

Thank you for all your hard 
work everyone :) 
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What 
do we  
hope 
for in  
the future?

“I hope the future of the Multi-
Cultural Center extends further, 
impacting communities far and 
wide.”

“I hope the Multicultural Center 
continues to grow and nurture 
all students who need it. I hope it 
can expand to encourage more to 
use our services.”

“I hope that the MultiCultural 
Center will be more known in the 
future by students, faculty, and 
the community.”

“I hope that this safe haven is 
available for others as it has been 
for so long and can be even more 
enriched by its inhabitants.

“I hope that the MultiCultural Cen-
ter continues to thrive and provide 
a place where students feel safe.”

“I hope that the MultiCultural Cen-
ter will continue to evolve and grow 
into a place where people continue  
to come together in solidarity, as a 
loving and thriving community.

Nikki X.

Celeste A.

Maya F.

Cameron R.

Luz E.

Frank H.Compiled by: Celeste Alvarez and Maya Figueroa
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MCC’s 2019 
nostalgic movie 
picks
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Good Will Hunting

Big Fish 

The Lion King

Selena

A Bug’s Life

Mean Girls

Scott Pilgrim vs. the 
World

Shawshank
 Redemption

The Little Mermaid
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Compiled by: Celeste 
Alvarez and Maya Figueroa
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